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ABSTRACT
TNs paper presents a cløracterization of ùratbrul contows based on pløsing relatiotts
between notíceable øcowtíc events and an internal clock. We generate segmental
duratiotts in two stages : the dwatíon of a rhythtaic progratnmíng unit is computed
accordíng to a reference clock and tlun is distríbuted a¡nong its seynental co¡tstituenn. A
perception eryeri¡n¿nt evaluates the nccessity of tlæ rhytlunic patterns found in analysis.
A methodfor mastering speúcr's speech rate ß fus.cribed md ß analysed to propose
some guidelùæs for tle integruían of the pawe plut ottuenon into øtø¡¡atic generatíon.

INTRODUCTION
"(...)intonation manrges to fu what ít does by continuing to be wltat it is (...)" @olinger,
89). That is our point of view about prosody: it performs a linguistic task under biological
constraints. Perception is guided by motor schemes: listeners use information from
kinematic patterns (Viviani & Stucchi,92).

We assumc thc existence of an underlying intemal clock, a timekeeping function,
used for synchronization of impulscs transmined m the muscles (Turvcy et a|.,9{J).We
show that the regularity ofthis clock is maintained through pauses (cf. section 3).

'We generate segmental duration by a wo-stage model (Campbell, 9l) but our
approach is different from Campbell's becausc duration is obtained by a control signal
emitted at each Perceptual-center (PC).

I. TTIE INTER.PERCEPTUAL.CENTER GROUP
A two-rate, 88-sentence colpus u,as.explored in o¡der to study the rhythmic pattems of
read sentences. It was designed for answering at: (1) a¡e continuously increasing patterns
(cf. fig. 1) needed to the p€rception of accentuation or are they just an artefact of
production consraints ? (2) Are this tf'pical configuration needed to the perception of any
kind ofisochrony in French connectcd speech ?

Pompino-Marschall's experiments have tried to estimate an absolute localization for
PC using syllablelbeat andbeatlsyllaåle sequences. Despite the diversity of the
consonants the PC seems to bc at the neighbourhood of the vocalic oriscl The percepdon
of rþmentary ternpo is bener characterized by inter-PC intervals.

Thus the PC location in or¡r work is fixed at the vocalic onset. The imponance of this
event is largely developed in the literature (Dogil & Braun, 88; Sævens & Blumstein, 78;
Fant & Kruckenberg, 89). The te¡m PC will be maintained because of the allusion on
perception and our hypothesis of an internal clock guiding the production of the
programming rhythmic units, Thc lenghtening of IPCGs is characterized by a singlc
factor &, by computing Iæ*p (p ¡ + k.oi ) = IIDCG duration, where ¡r ¡ and o¡ are the
mean and standard deviation of the log-transformed durations (in milliseconds) of the
realizations of the phoneme i from a corpus of logatoms at comfortable ¡ate. Rhythmic
patterns of the corpora are characterized by & averagcd for each IPCG and scgmental
durations are in tum computed for synthesis by the exponential expression above.

The analysis of the corpus evidences a rhythmic pattern by concatenation of
elementary movements (cf fig. l). These movenrents are monotonously increasing, rnrrk
clearly prosodic boundaries, start with a reset of & at 0 and exhibit a more or less
exponential increase.
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Results
Considering all subjects 77Vo of A answeÍs are obtained. Taking also the question-mark
answers the rcsult is 65% of A,20% of B and 15% of ansurers.
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2, THE PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT
Method
Ten pairs of sentences were used for this experiment. They were listened in binoral
preseìation by eleven subjccs working in thè laboratory but not in synthesis domain'
The duration of the æst was between 10 and 15 minutcs. Each pair contains a refcf€nce
durational pattem (A) and a patt€rn to be tcst€d (B). The two soquenc€s (AB and Bâ)
were listen-ed in random ordêr within a sessio¡r. Listcners were asked to answer what
sentence was the nnre nannal by p'ressing on thè keyboard "l" to the ñnt one,'2" to the
second one or "?" if a doubt peniìts. Listcning may be repeated twice. An cxample of a

s€ntcnce pair is showed below.

< Quand crcst fini, rappelez Monsieur Dupottt ù son bureau. r
Figure l. ,Senre nce 5ó : Emnple of A and B corfigwaiorc. Discrete values. of k are

conñicud by línes þr søttc oÍ visibítity . Prosdic fro:ups are represented by thickzr lircs .

îhe last IPCG of the uterance ís rot presented lere.

The A confïguration was obtained by calculating the successive k-fac1øs of all IPCGs
in a sentence. l¡iúre n configuration k-facon preciding the accent were set to 0 and the
ones associated with thc aðce¡t werc not módified, Segmental durations in the two
configurations u¡ere computed by applying the fonr¡ula mentioned abov-e..Segmental
duradons in A pattems aré differ€-nt fiòm thé ones in the natural- sentences ft is averaged
in each IPCG)but since the IPCG durations are the sarne, the VO timing is identical in
both ones. Siient pause durations and all other param€ters werc unchanged. A high
quality speech analysis/resynthesis system was used to obtain the above parameters
(Moulincì,92). We-are testing the perceptual prominence of a gradual versus an abrupt
pattern of accent realization.
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Figare 2, Mean scores of A answers by snbiect and rnean over øll subiects

There were no significant effect of prescntation ordeL All,listeners agree on the
diffîculty of the task :1'Ouring the experiment I thought I have changed the criærion of
unerancè choice. At the beginning, I have chosen the ones we¡e rprc constautl cotrcerî1îg

BA Totsl¡,77 %
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the rhythm" (JLS), "I have chosen utterances that werc the most constant at. rhythm
level." (OD), "Are you sure they arc not identical ?" (IYA) !!

Results show subjects'preference for the gradual accent realization, despite the
finesse of tlre task. The term co¡sfønf was used to opposÊ th€ two stimuli.

Discussion
The clear general preference for the gradual pattern lead us to think ûar this configwatiør
is necessary to the accent perception, Too small differences between A and B
configurations explain tlre poo scøe ofone ofthe utt€rances.

Lack of lengthening of previous IPCGs sounds abrupt. The inæmal clock hypothcsis
may explain the subjects' perceptual behaviour : shorter IPCIs a¡e cues of an unexpected
local acceleration. Gradual lenghtening contributes to the perception of isosyllãbicity
@u92, 87 ; Lehiste, 77). But there is no implicit ccinclusion that human beings use k
coefficients to produce the accent pattem.

3. TOWARD A MODEL INCLUDING PAUSE EMERGENCE
About the clock beats
Grosjean's performance structures are built using pausc duration as a cue of the strength
of corresponding prosodic juncture (marters here). Grosjean's approach do not take iñto
account an underlying ràyümic activity which constrains pause durations to be realized
by an inæger number of clock units (Fant & Kruckenberg, 89): this is illustrated by the
relatively low 86% correlation berween cues obtained at iwo different speaking ratês in
their experiment (Monnin & Grosjean, in press).
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Figure 3. llísrograrns and clusters by nwnber of IPCGs in tlu PG

. _A five;ra¡e, 20-sentcnce corpus was recqdcd, pronounced by our speaker in order to
evidence the influence of páuse insertion on the rh¡ithmic sructuie. Thii experiment aims
at developing an, automatic generation of duration'including the pause pheñomenon. The
speaker was asked to answer to interrogative synthetiC utteiances with predefined
sentenoes. These utterances were obtained using our tÊxt-to-speech system by multiplying
l¿ i and.oi by a phonation factor (Wightnran etAL,gz) .

The analysis- of this corpus confirms for all raûes the general trend of rhythmic
pattems: -80% of them a¡e monotonously increasing. To stuãy the pause emerg-ence a
characterization oftotal du¡ation ofPGs liave been déveloped: ihe ¡ado between ihe tot¡
duruion of each PG and the inæmal clock duration is computed.

Thc choice of an intemal clock duration is panicularly'delicatg but necessary. How to
choose an unaccented unit if lengrhening is gradual ovér the PG-? Taking intó account
than (l) the last IPCG in the prosodic group is clearly the main lengthened unit; (2) if
there is- a pause, we cannot separ-¿æ silent and sound i-ntervals : they are elements of the
sarne phenomenon @uez, 87); (3) the first IPCG of a FG is oftcn sñortened, the internal
clock durations arc computed for each uüerance as the mean among the non-accentuated
IPCGs. We assume that there is a reseting of the internal clock after-the accent realization.

l IPCC IPCGs

IPCGs
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These ratios were submited to a cluster malysis for eaqh PG length (cf. fig.3). Clusters
are similar between the rates. Tlre analysis was made over tl¡e five rates (in order to have
statistically sigriñcant data).

Results
Mean values of the clusters are closely associatcd with integer number of clocks. The
standa¡d deviations ¡eprcsent betwoen l0 6 ?n% of the respoctive nreans.

We then observed each cluster for cach i¡dividual rate : (l) the additional clock units
are associated u¡ith thc preserrce of silent pauses in slow rates and or¡ly lengthcning in the
fastest rate (except for the strongcst ma¡kers); (2) when there is a silent pause,
lengùening of the peceding group is rcpresented by an int€ger number of clock units; (3)
the srongest marters a¡e associated with tlre greatcst vaû¡es of the ratioc.

4. COMMENTS AND PERSPECTIYES
Sonre deviations in tlrc cluster sets may be duc to wrong segnienAdons (several unvoiced
plosives after silent pauscs) and the choice of the clæk unir

Automatic generation of duration will depend on thc strength of the prosodic marker
associated with the juncture : strongest markers will receive nrore clock units. The main
differences between the speech rates rire. : (1) the frequency of the inærnal clock cleady
differenciates the rates (exccpt very slow and slow rdtes) ; (2) in slow raæs the subject
seems to prefer lengthening plus silent pausc to realize the accent whereas in fast rates,
only lengthening ; (3) marters can be removed in fast rates to form a PG that rrill contain
more IPCGs (markcr dclction)

In this perspective, rhythmic patterns ar€ rnonotonous decelerations which nrodulate
in frequency a ca¡rier clock.
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